Each year Bicycle Retailer & Industry News compiles a listing of major U.S. and Canadian suppliers and the factories that build and assemble their bikes. This map is by no means a complete listing of all suppliers; some brands choose not to participate and due to space constraints many smaller frame makers aren’t included here.

Suppliers fall into three basic categories: those that build all bicycles domestically—represented by red factory icons; those that rely on others to manufacture bikes, or that assemble imported frames in-house—depicted by the gray warehouse icons; and those that manufacture domestically and import from overseas—in which case the red factory icon is accompanied by a listing of their import sources.

Flag icons represent domestic and foreign companies delivering bicycles to suppliers. They are color-coded according to country of origin.

We would like to thank the suppliers that voluntarily provide the information contained here. Please refer to the key on the right for more information.

*2011 information. Did not provide update for 2012.